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COO Ito Yukinori
Notice of business alliance basic agreement with Alion, Inc.

EastAsia and Alion Energy Inc., (Hereinafter referred to as "Alion") using the method
of construction to install a solar power plant equipment by the robot, on January 23,
2015, We have agreed on making a business to build Solar Projects jointly by using
Alion large-scale solar robot installation technology in Asia regions
We established the corporation to manufacture and sell the robot to Hong Kong in
the three companies of the EastAsia, Alion and Eco Solar, based on this agreement, we
will start the production and sales of the robot from the current fiscal year. In addition,
we will establish a corporation to perform the construction by using another JV in
Hong Kong.
On April 22th, 2015, we released our partnership with Malaysian listed company
Vsolar, we are going to collaborating on the construction of 100MW ground mount
solar projects in Malaysia by using Alion technology and Eco Solar panel
1. The purpose of the establishment of Hong Kong new JV
The JV, subject to the provision of robot manufacturing technology license to install
automatically from solar power generation equipment Alion, in the Asian market, was
established for the purpose of manufacturing and selling the robot.
2. Shareholding ratio of Hong Kong new JV
EastAsia
60%
Alion
30%
Eco Solar's 10%

3. Alion robot technology
Robot technology using unique racking system ensure 5 people onsite can install
500kw per day, if use 2 robots, 1MW can be installed per day, it will greatly shorten
solar project construction time and lower the cost for both labor and financing
it is a breakthrough in solar construction industry

3. Alion energy company Overview
Company Name

Alion Energy Inc.,

Place standing
ground

870 Harbour Way South Richmond, CA94804, USA

Representatives

Mark Kingsley (President & CEO)

Businessactivities Development, manufacture and sale of automatic
installation robot of solar power generation equipment
Development, manufacture and sale of automatic
cleaning robot of solar power generation equipment
Relationship with Capital relationship, there is no personal relationship
the Company
Website

http://www.alionenergy.com/

Method
introduction
video

http://www.alionenergy.com/services/video-overview/

